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Kate Snider and Frank Henry

met
through mutual friends and had dated for
six years when he took her out to lunch on a
run-of-the-mill Wednesday and surprised
her with a proposal and two tickets to Las
Vegas. With the bride’s bag conveniently
packed by her sister beforehand, the couple
was able to get to the airport just in time for
their departure, and enjoyed an “engagementmoon” in one of Kate’s favorite cities!
The bride grew up daydreaming about
a wedding reception at the Greensboro
Country Club, so when it came time to
book a venue, the choice was easy. The
couple selected a classic white and blush
palette to enhance the venue’s elegant
ambiance. The fourteen bridesmaids wore
long, lace embellished gowns in nude blush,
a beautiful chic complement next to Kate’s
couture gown from Nitsa’s Apparel.
With the help of Grace Beason of Grace
Leisure Events, they tastefully glitzed up
the club into a true celebratory atmosphere
with a variety of specialty lighting, from
candles and uplights to a custom canopy
of twinkle lights. The couple gave Grace
kudos for helping them at every step of the
way, and assembling the perfect team of
wedding vendors to create the decor they
had imagined.
One of the special items on Kate’s wish list
was a confetti blast to pick up the party
excitement. Not knowing if ThemeWorks
had the equipment to pull it off, it was a
fabulous surprise when midway through the
dance party, a confetti cannon erupted and
showered the dance floor!
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The bride shared her two-cents on the right
wedding attitude, “We wanted our guests to
feel special, but we also wanted to enjoy our
wedding day,” she said. After making their
rounds, this happy-go-lucky duo spent the
entire evening dancing. Her other piece of
advice? Hire a videographer!

Wedding Consultant

Grace Leisure Events

Ceremony
Holy Trinity Episcopal Church
Photographer
Meredith Perdue Photography
Bridal Gown Christos from
Nitsa’s Apparel
Bridesmaids’ Dresses
Lela Rose from Bella Bridesmaids
Men’s Formalwear
men wore their own tuxedos
Pre-Wedding Entertainment
for Bridesmaids a cappella group,
The Vineyard Sound
Reception Music
The Atlanta Showstoppers
Specialty Rentals ThemeWorks
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